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A slight touch of mulchy acidity is asking 
for attention in the after taste of this 
praline. It surprises with the dark and soft 
taste of Earl Grey. Familiar but teasing. 
Both for culinarists and enjoyers.

A Mocha praline that wakes you up with 
well roasted arabica flavours. This one is 
for espresso lovers. Or perhaps rather a 
Coffee Caramel with a softer, milder taste 
designed for the ones favouring cafe au 
lait.

Strong fruity flavour, slightly acidic 
undertones. Well liked among chocolate 
lovers. An exotic, unforgettable taste for 
the Nordic palate.

With slight sake like flavours this praline is 
at it’s best as an aperitif or between 
courses. Sweetness and kick in the same 
package.

Wonderful companion for an evening 
coffee on a cold day or after dinner. A well 
matured taste, perhaps more for the 
culinarist palate.
 

Fruity white chocolate praline. Refreshens 
both mind and mouth. Wonderful surprise on 
a spring day, carries a promise of summer 
and green fields. Loved by young minded 
energetic spirits.

Roasted caramelized almond combined with 
milk chocolate. Absolute caressing in 
praline form. Loved by women of all ages.

Soft apricot and dark chocolate with a hint 
of orange. Brings back the memories of a 
beautiful late afternoon in Vienna. A well 
rounded grown up taste.

Juicy and strong fruit flavour. A cousin of 
raspberry praline with darker under tones 
and more acidity. Good praline for late 
summers.

Strawberry together with the fruity acidity 
of grapes. They truly belong together, 
caressing and complimenting each others.

Jägermeister gives its spicy flavours for 
this praline. A masculine, strong taste for 
crispy autumn weather and afternoon 
walks in the woods. Soothing, warming 
tones for more grown up palates.

July in a praline. Summer’s fruitiness 
captured in chocolate. This praline is 
always a welcome guest. One of the all time 
favourites of all ages.
 

Refreshens all mouths after dinner. A 
controversial praline that surprises with 
its fresh herbal tones. For those who 
haven’t liked mint until now. Confuses 
classic mint lovers with its new range of 
flavours.

Honey and almonds, the noble relative of a 
famous everyday chocolate bar with similar 
ingredients. Melts quickly on your tongue 
and leaves you craving for more.

Almondy memory from an afternoon in an 
Italian cafeteria. A layer of almond paste 
carries the soft airy milk chocolate with a 
hint of Amaretto. For sophisticated ladies 
and palates.

At the same time soft and strong. Dark 
chocolate, a touch of citrus and coconut 
cream are combining to a tropical cocktail 
with a kick. Try this if you haven’t liked 
coconut before. It might surprise you 
pleasantly!

A chocolate with a bit of attitude. This 
strong but delicate praline is asking you to 
sit down on a leather arm chair with cigar 
and crackling fire.

Some like the daughter, others the mother... 
This praline is for grown up experienced 
mouths. An earthy strong taste made from 
Italian liquorice and lemon. Medicinal under 
tones with soft edges. For culinary palates 
and liquorice lovers

This thyme praline suites perfectly for 
between meals of before desserts. It 
cleanses the palate and awakens it for 
more. Refreshing tones wrapped in dark 
chocolate. For slightly more experienced 
palates. Topped with roasted cocoa beans 
from Mayan forests.

Nutmeg flavours this praline with earthy 
tones. Warm sunny autumn days with 
colorful whirling leaves and laughter are 
rising from memory with the help of this milk 
chocolate package  in a powder veil.

The soft cinnamon and pepper tastes of this 
praline lead the mind to December evenings 
and evergreens. Loved by young and old. 
Gingerbread houses are waiting for you 
already.

It soothes, it warms, it ends a busy day with a 
good book and stretched legs. Loved by 
both men and women. A trusted taste for all 
occasions. 

nutmeg

Perfume and butterflies in chocolate form. 
For feminine taste buds and joyful days. A 
taste that demands opinions!

jasminerose pepper

Rose pepper lends its aroma to this praline. 
A surprisingly rounded taste with a bit of 
sidekick. At its best during or after a dinner 
with red wine. A slightly masculine taste for 
culinarists and evening hours.
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vanilla

marron

walnut milano

champagne
truffle

cognac 
truffle

This praline has a simply stylish flavour. The 
nutty tones wrapped in white and dark 
chocolate. Great with a cup of hot 
chocolate on a chilly day. 

Chestnut praline is a classic that takes a 
trip to north every autumn. Soft but 
persistent flavours in chocolate cover. 
Makes you want to sit down and catch up 
with a dear friend.

Vanilla is a taste for purists. Nothing more, 
nothing less. Simplicity and taste on its 
roots. For souls that value chocolate for 
what it is.
 

Our pear praline is a combination of very 
delicate fruit taste in a dark surrounding. 
This praline is water based.

Cardamom is our new celebrity. So familiar 
and still so strangely alluring. Soft and 
very well behaving taste with a bit of spicy 
strenght.
 

When orange meets cognac, you just simply 
know a classic has been born...

Made with real champagne, these truffles 
have a slightly acidic fruity flavour. Softer 
and more delicate than traditional 
champagne truffles.

Trustworthy friend in truffle format. Good 
quality oaky cognac married to whipped 
creamy ganache. It never fails. It never 
stops to please.

Like velvet on your tongue. Soft delicate 
nuances, that comfort and cure all souls. 
Great for early afternoons with of cup of 
tea.

honey 
truffle

Szechuan

Slightly salty, warming taste. More for 
culinary experiences and open minds. Soft 
round taste of rosemary, pepper and 
orange.
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Cacaodreams 
by J & J

Runeberginkatu 57 a 6
00260 Helsinki

johanna(at)cacaodreams.com
www.cacaodreams.com

040 556 9404

Hand crafted chocolate pralines and boxes.

pear

cardamom

grand
marnier


